
Designer Denims Embroidery Workshop
First Class
Bring your designs and denim garment. In the first class, we’ll develop an embroidery plan
customized for your garment.  Plan includes placement of embroidery, composition of the
designs (rotation angle and thread colors) and best hooping method and stabilizer 

I’ll bring my laptop with embroidery software so we can customize your designs. If you own a
laptop with embroidery software ( PE Design, Floriani, DIME PEP, etc), feel free to bring it.

Selecting Your Embroidery Designs
To get you started on selecting your designs, I’ve included some helpful criteria below. 
I’ve also included examples of designs that meet that criteria. As you read, keep in mind that the
designs you choose can be personalized with your choice of thread color. Do not reject a design
based on the artists color choice.

Selecting Designs for Designer Denims

First - Choose a Theme
• Floral
• Western
• Modern - Geometric
• Any style that is ‘you’.

Second - Choose a Style
• Blackwork or Whitework designs look great on denim. Choose your thread color and

that’s it.
• Monochrome designs also look great and are quick to stitch. Choose your thread color

family in different tones (light, medium, dark) and that’s it.
• Color is always a good choice and can express a season or emotion.  Rosemaling designs

(bold and old world)  and designs with a southwester flair are fun!

Third - Select from among these design shapes

• Vertical Sprays with a slight curve for pant legs usually starting up on the thigh area and
twisting around to the back of the leg.

• Vertical border designs for going down the pant leg parallel to the side seam.
• Small designs scattered across the lower area of the pant leg.
• Small horizontal design for embroidering on back pockets.
• Large jacket back designs can be a single design or you can compose one from several

different designs.
• If your jacket has a back yoke, a horizontal spray or border is perfect.
• Jacket lapels are an excellent place for small designs. 

Avoid redwork or designs with just running stitches. Look for combinations of
Satin, Fill and Run stitches.



Two color filigree butterflyWhitework spray

Rosemaling Spray

Blackwork vertical
border

Colorful Blackwork
Spray

Colorful Blackwork Spray

Embroidery Library
emblibrary.com

Can purchase individual designs.
Search Sprays, Borders, Corners
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Flourishes collection on
sale for $10. Individual
designs are $1.00

Fashion Leaves Flourish
- would look super with
Embellish Matte vintage
thread

Floral Fashion Circle -
beginning of a jacket back
design.

Fashion Petals: the
perfect denim accents.

Embroidery on Line
 embroideryonline.com

Can purchase individual designs
Search Sprays, Borders, Corners
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Briar Rose collection -
different sizes.

Rose & Bone -
cutwork but it
doesn’t have to
be.

Clockwork Magic -
steampunk

Steampunk
Collection - various
sizes

Urban Threads
Check out the collections.
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Idea Photos
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First Class Supplies

G Your Denims

G Designs on a USB Stick

G If you have embroidery software (Floriani, PE Design, etc.) bring
printouts of your designs.

G If you have embroidery software on a laptop, bring the laptop and a
mouse. I’ll bring a laptop with software so we can do any customizing
that you need for your denims.

G 24" Rotary ruler and Quilt n Sew ruler.

G Chaco-liner marker

G Seam rippers

G Straight pins

G Your ideas for embellishing your denims.

I will pass out the supply list for the second class during the first class.
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